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The FAYAT Group is showing innovations covering safety, environment and
digitalization at CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2020.

Companies of the FAYAT Group are showcasing equipment and technology for the future of
road construction, maintenance and rehabilitation. Covering everything from safe and
alternative drives and other technologies for reducing energy consumption and carbon
footprint, to autonomous machines and digital integration, the FAYAT Group shows how close
they are to making these ideas reality.

Bordeaux France, 31st of January 2020.
2019 was again a very successful year for the FAYAT Group. Revenue growth leads to record
sales of USD 5.1 billion. This also is reflected on the number of employees working for the
group, now at more than 22.000 people. The group is using its strong position to address some
of the key challenges in the market.
Mr. Jörg Unger, the president of the FAYAT Road Equipment division:
“We see 3 main priorities driving the industry: advancing safety, improving environment and
harnessing digitalization are at the heart of every machine, so contractors can be more
productive, efficient and profitable. Specifically on planning and documentation of jobsites, but
also in operator assistance systems to improve both the quality of work and also the safety of
the jobsite, the FAYAT Group is presenting solutions for all of these.”
The BOMAG/ Marini-Ermont / Marini Latin America / Marini / Secmair booth C30316 and the
Dynapac booth C31113 will be located in the Central Hall of the Las Vegas Convention Center,
with a total of 21,270 ft² (2,100 m²).
The FAYAT Road Equipment division caters to all steps of the road life cycle, with solutions in
asphalt production, application and compaction, road maintenance, sweeping, cold milling,
stabilization & recycling and soil compaction.

Safety
From the antivibration handle of the BT 60/4 tamper to the Ion Dust Shield on the new BM
1300/35 mill, BOMAG equipment is designed to advance operating safety. From the industryleading concept of a fully autonomous roller to the remote-controlled BMP 8500 multipurpose
compactor that takes the operator out of the trench, safe operation is paramount. For rollers,
BOMAG Obstacle Detection gives operators a visual display of the obstruction plus audible
warning.

The Dynapac S100 is a revolutionary walk behind self-propelled mix spreader that fits in the
back of a pick-up truck. Front and reverse drive functionality avoids the need to physically
push the heavy load thus delivering first class operator comfort. Whether it is small parking
lots, cycle paths or patchwork, the swivel castor wheels make it so easy to maneuver from
point to point.
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The new Dynapac F80W ride-on mini wheeled paver will be debuted as well. This wheeled
paver has a standard paving width of 31 to 51 inches and is ideal for patchwork, trench paving,
bicycle paths and golf cart paths. Simplicity in design of controls makes it very easy for the
operator to learn and operate.
New and upgraded Dynapac paving equipment utilizes the latest technology for best in class
pavement quality and operator comfort: the new compact path paver F1250C with the latest
wireless remote control technology and new front extension VF240VE screed; the second
generation of commercial class pavers for paving professionals (FC1300C-II, FC1400C-II and
FC1700C); for the very first time, the large SD2500CS paver and High Compaction “THE”
Screed.
Secmair is launching a brand new solution to make chipseal in the USA, with the COMBI 1515
combined sprayer-spreader, with one machine and one operator, in a very safe and performing
way.

Environment
Meeting stringent environmental regulations is just the first step in environmental protection.
Design features on display like BOMAG ECOSTOP, which automatically shuts off the engine
after a preset idle time, and ECOMODE to reduce noise and save fuel consumption by up to
30 percent, helping contractors to save money and protect the environment.
Alternative fuel and drive models will be an integral part of the BOMAG display. Three different
solutions for the BW 120 tandem vibratory roller will be shown: traditional diesel, electric and
liquid petroleum gas (LPG). The new BM 1300/35 milling machine features BOMAG’s Ion Dust
Shield that reduces over 80 percent of fine particulate pollution generated at the jobsite.
Dynapac signature CA3500D High Climb model will be equipped with the latest Seismic
technology for heavy soil and aggregate compaction. The exclusive technology in Dynapac
Seismic rollers enables the machine to detect the soil’s natural frequency and automatically
adjust the compaction parameters allowing the drum and soil act as one system. Benefits of
this technology include faster and better compaction with less energy. Seismic technology,
combined with an ECO Mode, delivers fuel savings of up to 25 percent. Seismic eliminates the
guess work for the operator and does the job for them.
In addition to Seismic technology, Dynapac will showcase its unique Active Bouncing Control
(ABC) technology that protects the material and machine from over-compaction. The
Compaction Meter, now standard on our Seismic rollers, displays the progress of compaction
on the job site. North American customers will enjoy the benefits of this technology immediately
as it will be standardized on all soil rollers starting from CA1500 – CA6500 (8 Ton to 23 Ton)
in both smooth drum and pad drum versions. The CA3500D Seismic soil roller will also
highlight the newly developed back-up camera further enhancing operator comfort.
Since the launch of Dynapac MF2500CS feeder in North America in 2019, the feeder is
disrupting the MTV (Material Transfer Vehicle) market. Within the paving community the
MF2500CS feeder is known for its high productivity of up to 4000 Tons/hour; versatility (using
in multiple materials); lowest total cost of operation (including 60-70% less wear parts; and up
to 70% reduction in fuel consumption over traditional MTV’s) saving up to 60,000 USD/year in
rebuild costs. The much-awaited IMIX mixing technology will be launched at Conexpo,
eliminating temperature and material segregation.
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Sustainability, lowest possible emissions, mobility and flexibility of the equipment installation
and operations, project management capabilities and impeccable customer service are the
assets of Marini-Ermont, the leader for premium continuous plants and pioneering technology
to maximise RAP and minimise impact of burner operations, Marini Latin America, the point
of reference for essential continuous plants solutions and Marini, the leader for state-of-theart batch plants.

Digitalization
“Think further – think digital” is a BOMAG guiding principle, advancing machine production and
service efficiency in the field. On display, the new and free BOMAP app demonstrates how it
documents roller passes and captures and records compaction values from a standard
smartphone or tablet. BOMAP is easily transferrable, regardless of roller brand, identifies soft
spots in the base, and logs temperatures, Evib values, frequency, amplitude and more.
The redesigned BW 206 AD-5 AM with Asphalt Manager 2 on display meets market needs in
the Americas for advanced compaction technology combined with ROPS canopy. Asphalt
Manager 2 automatically adjusts compaction forces from vertical to horizontal as mat stiffness
increases to prevent over compaction plus its standard infrared camera gives operators mat
temperature data. All BOMAG tandem rollers with Asphalt Manager 2 will be available in the
Americas with canopies starting at CONEXPO-CON/AGG.
Dynapac will display the upgraded Dyn@Lyzer intelligent compaction system for both soil and
asphalt rollers. The newest upgrades include multi-machine reading capability and transfer of
the compaction and location data via cloud. The state of the art GNSS based Dyn@Lyzer
system features unique wireless gateway connections between the roller and the large display,
making it extremely versatile. When moving the system from one roller to another, it is very
easy and automatically adapts the compaction data to the new roller saving a significant
amount of time and money for the contractor.
The brainpower Paver manager 2.0 operating system along with newly developed tractor and
screed operator dashboards will highlight the Dynapac cutting-edge operating systems
enhancing operator confidence for paving.
The Dynapac SD2500CS paver will include the latest operator-assist technology systems
such as Truck Assist, Light Assist, Width Assist, and Screed Assist systems

The impressive range of new machines and technology presented by the FAYAT Group, more
than 70 equipment with 21 new products, makes it a leading contact for companies interested
in these priorities of safety, environment and digitalization.
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SECMAIR COMBI 1515

BOMAG MILLING MACHINE with ION DUST SHIELD

DYNAPAC SEISMIC

DYNAPAC MF2500 feeder with swing app and remix
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DYNAPAC MF2500 feeder with swing app and remix

MARINI-ERMONT RM120 Allroad

BOMAG BOMAP
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FAYAT GROUP


Key 2019 figures



Split of revenues by:

Activity
Road
Equipment
34%

Region
Public
works
25%

Asia Pacific
6%

Middle East Africa
9%

Americas
8%

$ 5,1 billion

$ 5,1 billion
Pressure
Vessels
1%
Metal
8%

France
63%

Foundations
5%

Energy Services
9%

Building
18%

Europe (excluding France)
14%

 About the Fayat group
The Fayat group, operating in 170 countries, thanks to the commitment of more than 22,000
employees, provide innovative and sustainable solutions to its customers all over the world in
the 7 major activities where it has developed: civil works, foundations, building, energy &
services, metal, pressure vessels, and road equipment. In 2019, the Fayat group achieved a
turnover of 4.6 billion euros.

FAYAT ROAD EQUIPMENT DIVISION


Key 2019 figures
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